Abstract: This paper presents a case study examining design exemplar technology implemented as a search and retrieval tool fortire mould inserts. Limitations of using the geometric-based exemplar approach, such as tediousness of authoring exemplars and time complexity, are identified and addressed through a new parametric-based exemplar approach. Here, the maxima and minima are calculated based upon the specifications of the query mould insert. The design exemplar is demonstrated to be useful primarily in prototyping query mechanisms. Ultimately, customer requirements necessitated implementing the parametric approach as a dedicated software package grounded on the exemplar based prototyped query mechanism.
Introduction -role of similarity in engineering design
In engineering design, it is a common practice to develop a solution set to the problems at hand by comparing them with known 'similar' design problems and modifying them to satisfy new design requirements (Goel and Craw, 2005; Iyer et al., 2005; McAdams and Wood, 2002; Summers et al., 2002; Veltkamp and Hagedoorn, 2001) . This is evident in that engineers spend significant time, between 30%-60%, searching for information that is relevant to the given design problem (Allard et al., 2009; Culley et al., 1992; Leizerowicz et al., 1996) . It has also been determined that approximately 75% of the design activity consists of reusing existing data to address the design problem (Iyer et al., 2005; Ullman, 2010) . Reusing design information from similar products is useful in the development of new product design for cost estimation, product platform development, and part reuse (Cardone et al., 2003) . For example, in the modern computer era where the design data is maintained digitally, many companies, such as Quote (http://www.mfgquote.com/http://www.mfgquote.com/), Job Shop (http://www.jobshop.com/), and Global Spec (http://www.globalspec.com ) allow clients to submit 3D models of the part they wish to produce over the web to obtain manufacturing cost quotations. The automated time to estimate the production cost of the submitted product can be greatly reduced compared manual estimations [5] , if a similar previously manufactured product can be retrieved from the database and its cost is recalculated according to new specifications. Further, in manufacturing, the setup time and cost while switching between different products is considerable. Such criteria could be reduced significantly if similarly shaped parts are grouped to share common tools and setups [6] . For firms with databases of previously designed parts, designers may find it convenient and efficient to reuse database designs to create new products. In all such cases, discovering similar parts saves both time and money. With large amounts of data generated from the comprehensive use of CAD systems in engineering design, designers prefer to reuse the CAD data to make better use of their time and labours to create superior designs than in generating CAD models.
One technology that has been proposed in the literature is the design exemplar, which is based on feature recognition technology and graph grammars (Summers et al., 2004) . This paper presents the first application of the design exemplar to an industrial problem. We present a case study that explores the true utility of this exemplar in developing a search and retrieval tool for use in tyre design as sponsored by a major tyre manufacturing company. This case study includes the challenges associated with developing an exemplar based solution to the presented problem, the evolution of this primarily geometric approach to a parametric one, and finally the instantiation of the design exemplar inspired solution in a dedicated software package. Finally, we explore the true benefits to using the design exemplar in design automation software development, specifically exploring the aspects of rapid algorithm prototyping.
Research motivation: tread insert retrieval
To create tyre treads, manufacturers use stamped mould inserts whose tooling cost several thousand dollars. A typical mold insert ( Figure 1 ) is a metallic insert which can be integrated into the complex tyre mould to create the small, narrow depressions of the tyre treads. The top view of the mould insert for the mould insert ( Figure 1 ) can be simplified to a line-arc-line profile (Figure 2 ). The top profile is used to define the bending tooling for creating the insert. It is this profile that is the focus of the search and retrieval system. The line-arc-line profile of the mould insert may be described as a line followed by an arc which is tangential to the line. The arc in turn is followed by a line which is tangential to the arc itself. Mould inserts manufactured to create treading on any given tyre may consist up to 18 such line-arc-lines as their top profiles. The tooling cost for each type of mould insert is approximately $2,000, with three to five different inserts required for each tyre. The tooling cost of the mould inserts for a newly designed tyre is approximately $6,000 to $10,000. The company manufactures numerous types of tyres and hence the total tooling cost is significant. As the company has been manufacturing tyres for decades, a significant database of mould insert designs has evolved and their associated stamping tool sets. The tooling cost of a new mould insert can be reduced by searching and retrieving a 'similar mould insert' from this database for reuse in lieu of the new mould insert. In this case, a previously designed mould insert is considered similar to a new mould insert if it lies within a tolerance envelope around the new one. Thus, exact matches for the profiles are not sought, but rather similar matches that have the general shape and profile can be used without impacting negatively the tyre tread performance properties. 
The concept of similarity based on tolerance envelope may be explained with an example. Consider a typical mould insert (green colour) as shown in Figure 3 (a) . This mould insert is initially designed to create treading on a newly designed tyre and is called target mould insert. To find a 'similar' mould insert for this target mould insert, a tolerance envelope is defined around the target mould insert, which is shown in blue in Figure 3 . The tolerance is defined by the tyre designer. A mould insert that falls within this tolerance envelope is considered to be a mould insert similar to the target mould insert. Figure 3 (b) shows a similar mould insert, shown in red, which fits in the tolerance envelope, with the original insert that defines the tolerance envelope shown in green. Figure 3 (c) shows a mould insert that does not fit inside the tolerance envelope and hence is not considered similar. Once a similar mould insert is retrieved, it can be inspected by the tyre designer to see if it can be reused, thereby saving on the tooling cost. Manually searching through the database for similar mould inserts can be time consuming because of the database consisting of more than 5,500 inserts for the North American design group of the manufacturer. As well, the designer searching the database might miss a potential candidate for reuse. Hence, the tyre manufacturer identified the need for developing an automatic search and retrieval system. A potential challenge in automating the search and retrieval process is the absence of algorithms that deal specifically such a geometric similarity. In the present case, all the mould inserts are either line-arc-line models or extended line-arc-line models which differ primarily only in dimensions. In order to search and retrieve similar mould inserts, an algorithm that can deal with geometric similarity of this kind is needed. The design exemplar is proposed as a solution to the problem and the resulting development effort is the focus of this case study.
The design exemplar: a CAD query language
The design exemplar is a CAD query language that can be used to search and retrieve geometric models . Specifically it is a data structure used to represent design data, with an integral generic constraint solving algorithm that facilitates querying, solving, and modification of design data represented in a geometric model (Summers et al., 2004) . It provides a standard representation of mechanical engineering design knowledge for topological and geometric design problems based on a canonically derived set of entities and relations. Finally, the design exemplar uses a bipartite graph representation to model design data, implying that two entities can be connected only through a relation. Implicit relations or entities have the attribute 'extract' (shown by the dotted lines), whereas relations or entities that are explicit in the CAD model have attribute 'match' (shown by solid lines). The match portion supports the explicit data that is being interrogated in the model by the user whereas the extract portion supports and evaluates the implicit data represented in the model. Thus, the extract component is conditional, holding the relations which should be satisfied by the match part. In this way it facilitates reasoning about the match part of the exemplar. For example, the exemplar representation of a model consisting of a pair of parallel lines shown in Figure 4 is presented in Figure 5 . The modification capability of design data of the design exemplar is due to its ability to support alpha and beta states. The alpha state represents the constraints and entities that exist in the model before modification, while the beta state represents entities and relations that exist in the model after modification. Any entities existing in a model both before and after modification are said to be in an alpha-beta state.
Search and retrieval of mould inserts using the design exemplar
This section presents two different efforts for defining a generic query mechanism based on the design exemplar: a geometric approach and a parametric approach. These two approaches are discussed, specifically with respect to their complexity for development and their computational efficiency.
The geometric approach
In the first approach, relations are imposed on the salient vertices or points of the geometry of the mould insert to constrain it fully outside or inside a bounding geometry so as to satisfy the 'similarity' condition. The most common condition entails verifying if a given point lies within a particular area of the tolerance envelope or bounding geometry. This is known here as the 'boundary constraint' approach. The exemplar includes two components: the match and the extract. The match component is associated with the explicit information contained within the geometry models being queried, typically composed of lines, arcs, and points. The extract portion includes the relations that determine whether a point in the model being queried lies within the acceptable range. To determine if a line segment can fit within a tolerance envelope of rectangular shape, conditions can be imposed on the entities of the line segment with respect to the entities of the rectangle to form a fully constrained problem. In this example, the line segments forms the match portion exemplar of the query as conditions are imposed on it and the rectangular envelope forms the extract portion of the exemplar as line segment is constrained about it. If all the salient points or vertices of geometry satisfy the conditions imposed, then the queried model is similar to the target as defined by the exemplar.
The tolerance envelope drawn around a target mould insert has two tolerance boxes; one at the beginning and one at the end. For a mould insert to be considered similar, the starting and ending points should lie within these end tolerance boxes of the envelope. In the example ( Figure 6 ) the quadrilaterals defined by points P1, P2, P7, P6, and P9 P4 P10 P5 form the end tolerance boxes for the target mould insert XYZ. For a mould insert LMN ( Figure 7 ) to be considered similar to XYZ, it should fit within the envelope of Figure 6 and its endpoints L and N should lie within these tolerance boxes. The tolerance envelope of dashed lines around XYZ is defined by two length parameters (width is the distance between P1 and P6 and length is the distance between P1 and P2). Verifying if a mould insert can fit within a tolerance envelope is possible using two different geometric methods. In the first, the tolerance is positioned around the mould insert to determine if at least one configuration exists to meet the necessary conditions. In the second, the mould inset is adjusted such that it fits within the envelope satisfying the necessary conditions. Though these methods appear similar, there is a difference in the number of constraints applied, in term impacting the solving complexity and time.
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Geometric boundary constraint approach 1
The tolerance envelope is adjusted around the mould insert retrieved from the database to determine the existence of a configuration such that the two necessary conditions are met. Since conditions are imposed on the tolerance envelope, it forms the extract part of the query and the mould insert forms the alpha match part of the query. In order to determine whether the mold insert LMN (Figure 7 ) is similar to XYZ (Figure 6 ), the following conditions must be satisfied.
• the point L should be within the end tolerance box either P1 P2 P7 P6 or P4 P5 P10
P9
• the point N should be within the other box P1 P2 P7 P6 or P4 P5 P10 P9
• M should be within the envelope. For point L to be within the box P1 P2 P7 P6, which is a necessary condition for the mould insert LMN to be similar, it should satisfy the following equations:
(1)
Also, there is a possibility that the point L is within the tolerance box on the other side of the tolerance envelope, which is P4 P5 P10 P9. Similar equations are formed using Figure 9 . The exemplar authored for the retrieval of line-line mould insert LMN (Figure 7 ) is shown using Figure 11 . In Figure 11 , the tolerance envelope is represented by dashed lines as the extract portion of the exemplar and mould insert LMN which is verified for similarity to form the match part of the exemplar. The complete bi-partite graph for the exemplar is illustrated in Figure 12 . This figure includes all the geometric and parametric entities and relations necessary to form the boundary envelop conditions for the query. In Figure 12 , lines 1-7 are the entities that form the mould insert and lines 8-15 describe the incident, tangency, and distance constraints such that the entities form they form the mould insert. Lines 1-15 are all alpha-match, indicating that these entities must exist within the model that is being queried. Lines 16-78 describe the entities of the mould insert in the database which form the extract portion or query of the exemplar. From line 79, a set of distances are calculated. The tolerance values are specified with these equations. These equations are formed into blocks such that when a mould insert satisfies these set of blocks of equations and logical conditions, it is said to be a query match (Putti and Summers, 2006; Summers et al., 2006) .
Geometric boundary constraint approach 2
In the next approach, the mould insert from the database is adjusted within the tolerance envelope to determine the existence of at least one configuration to meet necessary conditions ( Figure 13 ). In Figure 13 , the grounded tolerance envelope is drawn in solid lines indicating that it forms the match portion of the exemplar. The mould insert LMN is drawn in dotted lines indicating that it forms the extract part of the exemplar. The various degrees of freedom of the mould insert within the envelope are also schematically shown above. Though the conditions that must be satisfied by the mould insert remain the same, such as points L, M, N should satisfy the same conditions mentioned in the previous exemplar approach, with the difference now that these conditions are applied on the mould insert rather than the tolerance envelope. Here, the tolerance envelope forms the match part of the query whereas the mould insert from the database forms the extract portion. The exemplar is shown in Figure 14 . Lines 1-23 describe the entities that form the envelope and lines 24-78 describe the incident, tangency, and distance constraints of the tolerance envelope. Lines 79-94 describe the entities of the mould insert in the database that form the extract part of the exemplar. From line 95, a set of distances are calculated to form a set of equations. These equations are used to verify the match. A comparison of exemplars authored for the two approaches shows that the second approach has fewer constraints in the extract portion, thus reducing the computational effort required of the constraint solver. The tolerance envelope forms the extract portion of the exemplar in approach 1; eight lines and ten points of the tolerance envelope are constrained around three points and two lines of the mould insert which is retrieved from the database. In approach 2, the mould insert forms the extract part of the exemplar query; three points and two lines of the mould insert retrieved from the database are constrained within eight lines and ten points of the tolerance envelope. Hence, the constraint solver requires more time to check for the similarity condition in approach 1 when compared to approach 2.
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Retrieval of line-arc-line mould inserts
The approach discussed for line-line mould inserts is extended for the retrieval of line-arc-line mould inserts. Apart for the curve introduced between the two lines, the example discussed in the previous section has similar geometric characteristics to the line-arc-line profile. Hence, most of the conditions that must be applied to constrain a line-arc-line mould insert within a line-arc-line tolerance envelope remain the same. Figure 15 shows a mould insert PQRS of line-arc-line profile that must be verified as being within the tolerance envelope shown in Figure 16 . To be considered as a similar mould insert with reference to the envelope shown in Figure 16 , PQRS should satisfy the following conditions:
• point P should lie within the end tolerance box P1 P2 P11 P12
• point S should lie within the end tolerance box P5 P6 P7 P8
• points Q and R should lie within the tolerance envelope.
The exemplar for retrieving line-arc-line mould inserts can be authored similarly to the exemplars authored for the line-line models with additional arc entities. The exemplar consists of 40 entities and 80 relations (Figure 17 ). 
Limitations of the exemplar geometric approach
There are several limitations with these two approaches. First, the anecdotal experience of developing exemplars for the retrieval of mould inserts for profiles line-line and line-arc-line exposes the tedious nature of authoring exemplars. The exemplar built for the retrieval of a simple line-arc-line profile consists of 40 entities and 80 geometric constraints. Therefore, to author an exemplar to obtain a generic solution for mould insert retrieval problem, 18 different exemplars must be authored, meaning that the number of geometric entities and constraints to be handled is of the order of thousands. The complexity of exemplar construction also means the evidence of errors in authoring the exemplars (Summers, 2005; Summers et al., 2009) . A second observation is that a typical mould insert can have up to 18 line-arc-line profiles. Though the exemplars authored work only for a line-arc-line profile, they did not so for mould inserts with a different profile. Therefore, to author an exemplar for the retrieval of similar mould inserts of all profiles, different exemplars must be written for each increment of line-arc-line. Thus, with each increment of arc and line in the profile of the mould insert, there is a significant increase in the number of entities that must be handled. Further, all the exemplars written for different profiles of mould inserts must be sequenced to obtain a general solution for mould insert retrieval (Putti and Summers, 2006) . Worse-case time consuming scenarios require checking the mould insert 18 times with 18 different exemplars in step one, which is then checked for the constraints applied.
Since the design exemplar has the limitations mentioned above, a parametric-based exemplar has been developed to address the search and retrieval problem of similar mould inserts. The goal is to reduce the degree of freedom associated with the design exemplars, and thereby reduce the computational complexity of the constraint problems.
The parametric approach
To address the limitation of tediousness of authoring exemplars in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, a 'max-min' exemplar approach was developed. The principle behind this approach is illustrated with an example. Consider a line segment AB of certain length ( Figure 18 ) and a tolerance envelope P Q S R of rectangular shape (Figure 19 ). To determine if the line fits within the rectangular tolerance envelope, the minimum length of the line within the envelope is zero and the maximum length of the line within the envelope is the diagonal of the rectangle, QS (or PR) which is given by the formula This approach entails determining the length of the longest line that can fit within the rectangle in terms of known quantities, which is the length and breadth of the rectangle. A similar approach is used for retrieving mould inserts. A set of equality and inequality relations that classify a mold insert are incorporated into a query exemplar. To develop this parametric-based exemplar algorithm, one must:
• divide the target mould insert and the tolerance envelope around it into line-arc-line entities • find maximum and minima of the parameters that fit within individual tolerance envelopes obtained by division of the whole tolerance envelope • determine the similarity of a mould insert by verifying if all the specifications of the mould insert are within the maxima and minima calculated.
Step 1: division of mould inserts into line-arc-line profiles
Before developing expressions for maxima and minima for mould inserts, it is necessary to ensure that the expressions are not specific to a certain configuration. If different configurations of mould inserts formed by each increment of geometric entities arc and line, such as line-arc-line or line-arc-line-arc-line, require different formulae, then the development of the mathematical model becomes tedious and difficult. Hence, it is necessary to perform a degree of freedom analysis on the geometry of the mould inserts to verify if general expressions can be developed for extension to all mould inserts. Figure 20 . Geometric entities, such as points, lines, and arcs, form the insert; as is a tolerance window that encompasses the insert. The mould inserts that fall within this tolerance envelope are considered to be similar to this mold insert. Table 1 shows the total degrees of freedom associated with the entities of the line-arc-line profile. The mould insert consists of entities such as point A, point B, point C, and point D, each of which has two degrees of freedom (in 2D); translation along the x-axis and translation along the y-axis. Similarly, each line has three degrees of freedom and translation along the axes and the angle. Each arc has seven degrees of freedom; x and y coordinates of the center, start, and end points and the radius. The degrees of freedom of all the entities contained in the model are 21. These degrees of freedom are constrained through the set of relations. Table 2 shows the constraints that must be satisfied by these entities to form a line-arc-line profile. The number of scalar equations represented by the angle, radius, and distance relations is two since each relation specifies a maximum and a minimum value that each parameter takes. Thus, these constraints arrest 18 of the 21 degrees of freedom (DOF) of the entities. Therefore, because a mould insert of a line-arc-line profile, has three degrees of freedom in the space, it is considered to be a rigid body. The three degrees of freedom associated with the mould insert in a tolerance envelope are the 1 rotation of the mould insert in the two dimensional space within the envelope 2 the translation of the moUld insert within the envelope in horizontal and vertical directions.
A similar DOF analysis is done for other profiles. Table 2 Degrees of freedom that can be arrested The degrees of freedom for the line-arc-line-arc-line mould insert were 35. The number of degrees of freedom controlled for the line-arc-line-arc-line model was 32, a difference of three. Thus, the line-arc-line-arc-line insert may also be considered a rigid body with translation in the x and y directions and rotation about z. Therefore, for any mould insert, the number of degrees of freedom associated with the mould insert within a tolerance envelope is three. As no extra degrees of freedom are present for the mould insert presented in a two dimensional space within the tolerance envelope, the formulae developed for a simple mould insert with a line-arc-line will be extended to all the mold inserts. Following the principle of the parametric model, these three DOF can be arrested by calculating the maxima and minima of the known parameters of the mold insert: the radius of the mould inserts, the angle between the legs of the mould insert, and the lengths of the legs of the mould insert. Therefore, to assess if a line-arc-line mould insert from the database can fit within the tolerance envelope, the maximum and minimum values of the radius of the arc, the angle between the legs, and the length of the legs are needed. Also, the requirement that the end points of the legs lie within end tolerance boxes constrains the maximum and minimum distance between these end points. The specifications of the mould insert are then checked to determine if they fall within the numerical bounds. If all the specifications fall within calculated range, the mould insert is considered similar. As stated before, since the mould insert of any general line-arc-line profile has three degrees of freedom, the formulae developed for a line-arc-line profile are easily extendable to the remaining profiles.
A simple observation suggests that all the mould inserts consist of line-arc-line profile as a fundamental element. Therefore, if a mould insert is divided into line-arc-line elements, the formulae can be repeated sequentially to handle the next -arc-line elements. To apply the approach to a target mould insert with a profile of multiple line-arc-lines, a tolerance envelope is drawn. The tolerance envelope is then divided into line-arc-line profiles, and the maxima and minima of the parameters that fit into each of these tolerance envelopes with line-arc-line profiles are calculated. To determine if a mould insert fits within the whole tolerance envelope, the specifications of the mould insert are checked to determine if they fall within the maxima and minima calculated for each individual tolerance envelopes. Figure 21 shows a mould insert with a line-arc-line-arc-line profile. To apply the formulae developed for a line-arc-line profile, the mould insert is divided into two line-arc-line profiles. Then the formula is applied to each line-arc-line profile separately to obtain their maxima and minima.
Step 2: calculation of the parameters
Next, the formulae to estimate maximum and minimum radius of the arc, the maximum and minimum distance between the end points of the leg, and maximum and minimum lengths of the leg that can fit with a given tolerance envelope are developed in terms of known parameters of the mould insert. Again, the known parameters are tolerance values, the length of the leg, and the radius of the arc of the target mould insert.
Expression for maximum radius of the circle that can fit in the tolerance envelope
To determine the formula for the maximum radius of the arc that fits within a given tolerance envelope, the configuration representing the maximum arc radius must be determined. Consider a tolerance envelope ABCDEF as shown in Figure 22 . At a given point on the axis O1-Omax of the tolerance envelope, the arc with the greatest radius is that which passes through the point O4 and is tangential to the lines of the outer boundary of the envelope. The arc with the maximum radius is that which is tangent to the either of the legs of the outer boundary of the envelope and is also tangent to the arc of the inner boundary of the tolerance envelope. In Figure 23 , let Ro and Ri be the radii of the outer and inner arcs of the tolerance envelope, shown in red and purple colours respectively. The legs of the tolerance envelope are represented by blue dashed lines. The green circle with the radius R that is tangential to the legs of the outer envelope and the arc of the inner envelope represents the circle with the largest radius that can fit within the given tolerance envelope. From Figure 23 it can be seen that,
where R is the radius of the green circle and Ti is the value of the primary tolerance. Using trigonometry it can be seen that, where Lx is the distance between the point where the green circle is tangent to the outer tolerance boundary and the point where the line is tangent to the outer curve. This implies that,
From equation (5) 
Thus the maximum radius of the circle is dependent upon the radius of the inner tolerance envelope and the angle between the lines.
Expression to calculate minimum radius of the circle that can fit in the tolerance envelope
Theoretically, the minimum radius of the circle that can fit within the tolerance envelope is zero. In the case of mould inserts, however, the minimum radius of the arc is determined by the stamping process limitations. For a tolerance envelope of tolerance Ti, the minimum radius of the arc that can be manufactured is Ti/2.
Expression to find maximum and minimum distance between end points of the legs
The next DOF to be arrested is the angle between the lines. Since the angle between the lines is directly related to the distance between the end points of the mould insert, the maximum and minimum distance between the end points of the legs of the mould insert that can fit within tolerance envelope arrests this second degree of freedom ( Figure 24 ).
Figure 24
Maximum and minimum distance between end points of a similar mould insert
The possible maximum and minimum distances between two points that either lie on or within the end tolerance boxes is the maximum and minimum distance between the endpoints of the mould insert that can fit within the tolerance envelope. Similar to the derivation of the expression shown above, the expression for the maximum distance between the two legs (D) was derived using trigonometry. 
Dmin L1 Ti *cos L2 Ti *cos R Ti *sin α α α
Expression for the maximum length of the leg that can fit within the tolerance envelope:
Because the insufficient number of variables makes it impossible to determine a formula for the tangent of maximum length, a general procedure is presented here:
1 assigning a local coordinate system to the envelope 2 finding the maximum length of the tangent that can fit within the envelope. First, as the objective is to find the length that is an absolute quantity and does not depend on the coordinate system, a local coordinate system is assigned to the mould insert. For convenience, the centre of the mould insert that defines the tolerance envelope is fixed as the origin. Next, the configuration providing the maximum length of the tangent is considered (Figure 25 ). The leg begins from W and extends to the outer boundary of the tolerance envelope such that it is tangent to the arc of the inner boundary of envelope. If L2 is greater than L1, then the leg starts from the other corner of the outer boundary. For the leg to be of maximum length, the radius of the arc should be as small as possible. The minimum possible radius of the arc that can be manufactured for an envelope of a given tolerance value Ti is Ti/2 which is fixed by the manufacturing limitations (Section 4.2.2.2). Calculating the length of the tangent requires.
• finding the locus of the centre of the circle
• finding the centre of the arc of the configuration
• solving the equations of the circle and tangent to find the point of tangency
• calculating the length of the leg using the Euclidian distance formula.
Testing results
To test algorithm functionality, 15 mould inserts were selected at random from the database. The database was then searched for similar mould inserts for each of the randomly selected using the developed algorithms. The results were then verified visually for false positives (matches that were not correct). The experiments were conducted on a computer with an Intel Pentium M 1.73 GHz processor and 512 MB of RAM. The operating system was Windows XP. The code was implemented in C++ and compiled using Intel® C++ Compiler.
An example query
A mould insert, taken from the database, was queried for similar mould inserts, and the algorithm results were then cross checked using CAD models. CAD models of the tolerance envelope of the target mould insert and CAD models of the retrieved mould inserts were then drawn and superimposed to determine if the CAD model fits within the tolerance envelope to satisfy the rest of the conditions. The description of the mould insert was a proprietary format used by the tyre manufacturer to describe the inserts. Fouris the number of legs, 1.5 is the length of leg, 319.99 is the angle made by the leg with positive x-axis, 0.6 is the radius of the arc the leg is tangent to, and the length of the next leg is 1.5 and so on. Thus, the order of the description is the number of legs of the mould insert, the length of the leg, the slope of the leg, and the radius of the arc to which it is tangential. The results obtained by the implementation of the algorithms are shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 . 
Interpretation of results
ACR13431 is the target mould insert itself, and ACR13432, ACR13428 are mould inserts rotated through 180 degrees (flipped). ACR13427 is an exact match for the query in the database. This suggests that four inserts could be manufactured and classified as one mould insert.
Advantages and disadvantages of the parametric approach
One major advantage of the parametric approach is the low complexity of the algorithm, on the order O (n). When compared to manual retrieval, which takes several days to navigate through the database to retrieve similar mould inserts as reported by the mould designers, the algorithm is quite rapid. While it may be implemented using design exemplar tool, there is a large time gain when implemented in a standalone C++ program. This gain is due to the elimination of the requirement in handling spatial data in the C++ program. Implementing the exemplar in the design exemplar tool requires dedicating much of the computer's processing time to applying the incident and tangential constraints on the geometric entities to form a line-arc-line profile. The primary task of the algorithm, however, entails verifying if the mould insert in the database satisfies the set of developed conditions rather than building a mould insert from line-arc-line entities. Totally eliminating need for a line-arc-line profile in the hard coded program yields a huge time gain. Also, the rotational and translational invariance of the algorithm permits identifying and retrieving mirror images. The parametric approach is limited, however, in that it provides only rough definitions of similarity without a ranking of the matches. Though a mould insert with both the largest arc radius and largest length of the leg will not fit within the tolerance envelope, the algorithm nonetheless indicates its suitability for a similar mould insert. While results are satisfying at low tolerance values, an increase in tolerance values causes a corresponding increase in the number of false positives.
Conclusions and future work
In case study, the applicability and suitability of the design exemplar tool for an industrial scenario was investigated with the search and retrieval of mould inserts. The core research question is: Can design exemplar be implemented to find potential candidates of mould inserts for a given target mould insert? The limitation of the exemplar approach is the tediousness of authoring exemplars for real world problems. Another difficulty involves managing the geometric entities while authoring exemplars. As the complexity of the exemplar increases in terms of the number of conditions imposed and geometric entities, it becomes difficult to handle all entities and relations concurrently. In the max-min approach, a set of maxima and minima conditions are calculated based on the specifications of the target mould insert. Though this approach yielded favourable results, its implementation with the design exemplar added an unreasonably high time complexity. The true utility of the design exemplar was its enhancement of prototyping the query mechanism. The capability of the design exemplar to query CAD models for parametric information made it possible to test the validity of the proposed approach. The time involved, however, in using the design exemplar for the actual database queries of more than 5,500 mould inserts inspired the implementation of this approach into an independent software package.
The following additions to the present system are suggested to enhance its capabilities:
• An automatic exemplar generator that generates exemplars of the geometric models either when selected or dropped down into CAD system can ease the massive load of generating exemplars. This feature makes the design exemplar more user friendly and also saves much time when building queries. Versions of this concept have been explored in previous work (Summers et al., 2002; Venkataraman et al., 2001 ).
• Methods to improve the time complexity of exemplars when applied as a search and retrieval tool on huge databases.
• Integration of the design exemplar into commercially available CAD systems to provide CAD users with a superior CAD query language customised to their needs.
